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Welcome Foodservice, a Revela® Foods brand

225567 Silver Maple Lane | Colby, WI 54421
715.223.2874     revelafoods.com  

EN

HANCE RECIPESwith
SUPERIOR TASTE,  

CONSISTENCY AND FUNCTIONALITY

Available in 6/5 lb. loaves

Our Pasteurized Process American cheese is the new standard for full  
flavor melting cheese. It has a high cheese content that delivers a rich, 
smooth melt. Its superior hot-hold consistency and flavor of handcrafted 
Wisconsin cheese makes it the perfect choice for delicious queso, yummy 
macaroni & cheese or your signature recipe.

Our signature cheese products offer the exceptional flavor,  
consistency and functionality that your customers expect.

“Having another national brand  
to choose from was important to us. We were  

pleasantly surprised when we worked with  
:HOFRPH�)RRGVHUYLFH�WR�¿QG�D�FKHHVH� 

that works perfectly  
in our recipe without having to change it.”

dƔǈȇƳǐɯ� ưƔƔȀɛ�
white

dƔǈȇƳǐɯ� ưƔƔȀɛ�
yellow

dƔǈȇƳǐɯ� ưƔƔȀɛ�
jalapeño
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CR
EA

TE SIGNATURE DISHESthat
TASTE DELICIOUS

AND PERFORM FLAWLESSLY

Product Selection

45 lb. blocks

Our premium Patuerized Process American cheese spread delivers 
superior flavor with an exceptional melt. This versatile cheese spread 
delivers a rich, creamy, smooth consistency perfect for soup, appetizers, 
queso, macaroni & cheese and more. Use it as a standalone sauce or 
customize it for your recipes. Our cheese spread will keep your customers 
coming back for more. 

Our signature cheese products offer the exceptional flavor,  
consistency and functionality that your customers expect.

“Our mac n cheese is our 
 signature dish, so we know the importance 

 of quality and value. Welcome Foodservice  
delivers on both, and our customers love it.”

6/5 lb. loaves

 ưƔƔȀɛ�\ǘŭȡƔˆ
yellow & white

35 lb. blocks

 ưƔƔȀɛ��ǷǺƔŭɗ�
��ǈǘƉǅˆ

white

 ưƔƔȀɛ��ǷǺƔŭɗ�
��ǈǘƉǅˆ

yellow
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CAPTIVATINGǣDYRU
EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE. 

STATE-OF-THE-ART MANUFACTURING.

Available in 6/5 lb. pouches

Our ready-to-use cheese sauce exceeds market leaders in taste and 
performance. This rich, creamy sauce has high performance hot-hold  
functionality, making it versatile and a convenient addition to your menu. 
Our melting cheese sauce enables customers to save time and reduce labor.

Our signature cheese products offer the exceptional flavor,  
consistency and functionality that your customers expect.

“We needed a solution to help us 
put queso on our catering menu.  

Welcome Foodservice’s cheese sauce lets us 
customize it to make it our own, just like 

a made from scratch sauce.”

 ưƔƔȀɛ��ŭȌƉɛ�
white

 ưƔƔȀɛ��ŭȌƉɛ
yellow

 ưƔƔȀɛ��ŭȌƉɛ
jalapeño 

white & yellow
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EX

PA
ND YOUR MENUSURYLGH

MULTIPLE CHOICES WITH 
 A PLANT-BASED VEGAN CHEESE OPTION

Available in 4/2.5 lb. bags

Our plant-based vegan cheese product comes in two flavors. This versatile 
vegan cheese is non-dairy and gives your vegan menu items that true 
cheese flavor that your customers crave. It’s the ideal choice for any vegan 
and vegetarian menu items, including appetizers, entrees and more.

Our signature cheese products offer the exceptional flavor,  
consistency and functionality that your customers expect.

“Welcomes plant based cheese made  
our vegan menu items 

 stand out. Now we sell more because our 
customers love how we use it.”

�ǈŭǐ˔ՌƈŭȀƔɗ��
 ưƔƏƏŭˀ��ȨǷɛ

feather shred

�ǈŭǐ˔ՌƈŭȀƔɗ��
dʞȱȱŭǺƔǈǈȵ��ȨǷɛ

diamond shred


